get some letter on that subject months ago, but one gets into  The gold* a dream over one's work and forgets such things. Heaven look of knows whether I will send them anything or not or if Tagore I do whether it will be in time. Probably I shall send nothing because I hate sending mere empty compliments and have time for nothing else. I shall write to Tagore privately. I shall have plenty to say when I have not to remember that other men are looking over my shoulder.
I shall certainly let you know when I am in London. You are one of the very few I still want to see,
The Golden Book of Tagore duly appeared, in a form which at least did credit to Indian printers. I do not know whether the poet relished the many flattering encomiums which flowed through the book. I thought of a phrase in one of Yeats's letters: 'Do you remember a saying quoted by Max Miiller from an old Indian text "One thing will never go out of the world, the vanity of the Saints".'
Max Beerbohm made an amusing caricature of me during the War in which he chaffed me about the Ajanta paintings, on the subject of which I no doubt bored my friends for a while. Perhaps if my admiration for the genius of Indian sculpture had been shared by others, I should not have tired my friends on this subject. I wrote a preface to a book of selected examples of Indian Sculpture in the British Museum and the Indian Museum at South Kensington and again an introduction for a large and weighty work on Ancient India, by K. de B. Codrington. My friend, Eric Maclagan, was reluctant to acknowledge the qualities of Indian sculpture which to me were outstanding; happily he gave a free hand to Codrington at the Indian section of the Victoria and Albert Museum, where Codrington, through his intelligent selection and arrangement of the exhibits, has succeeded in giving a fair idea of the Indian genius. Laurence Binyon, though he could not give to Indian art the complete admiration which Chinese painting and sculpture drew from him, at least responded warmly to its appeal. 179

